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Abstract
A case of spontaneous reabsorption of a rubella cataract is presented. The morphology of the capsular bag is recorded by Scheimpflug slit image and retroillumination photography.

Rubella virus is a well-established cause of congenital cataract,1,4 the virus sometimes being cultured from the lens for as long as 30 months after birth.2 Spontaneous reabsorption of cataract when the capsule is apparently intact is a rare event in humans.4,5

CASE REPORT
A baby boy presented in January 1974 aged 6 weeks when it was noticed that the right pupil was larger than the left.

On examination his left eye was microphthalmic and he had an immature cataract. The red reflex was present, though funduscopy was not possible. The right lens was clear, and funduscopy revealed a pigmented retinopathy on that side. Surgery was not carried out, because lensectomy for a unilateral cataract was thought to carry a poor visual prognosis, especially in an eye that was microphthalmic.

His mother was believed to have had rubella at two weeks of gestation. The baby had a rubella titre of 1/512 in January 1974, but virus was not isolated from his tears.

Followed up at regular intervals in the clinic, he subsequently developed a rotary nystagmus and a left esotropia. Over the years it has been recorded that his left lens has become progressively thinner, and when he was reviewed in October 1988 the lens was described as being ‘biscuit’ shaped, with white flecks deposited inside the shrivelled capsular bag (Figs 1 and 2).

At his last attendance in October 1989 the anterior and posterior capsules were in apposition. The Scheimpflug photograph in Fig 3 shows the two leaves of the anterior and posterior capsule. The arrows point to intense scatter anterior and posterior to the opacities. Funduscopy was now possible, and a typical salt and pepper pigmentary retinopathy was observed.

The patient continues to manage well with a right visual acuity of 6/12. The vision in his left eye remains poor at counting fingers as a result of macular damage and dense amblyopia. He also suffers from sensorineural hearing loss and had a small ventricular septal defect diagnosed at birth.

Discussion
Rubella cataracts occur in approximately 50% of cases of congenital rubella. The cataracts are bilateral in about 70% of cases and usually involve the nucleus, which is opaque.2,7 The cataract may be associated with pigmentary retinopathy, microphthalmia, mesodermal dysgenesis, glaucoma, strabismus, and nystagmus.7

Possible spontaneous reabsorption of rubella cataract has been reported.1,4,6 Ehrlich1 reported a bilateral case in 1948 and described how on needling the remaining membrane no cortical matter was found and a clear pupil was achieved. His case was well documented, and he describes how the cataracts developed from being immature on presentation to becoming mature and then subsequently reabsorbing.

Gamble,6 Blake,7 and Long and Davidson8 also describe their cases as being membranous but do not describe any progression from immaturity through maturity to becoming membranous. Blake suggested that his case might have been as a result of failure of lens fibres to develop rather than reabsorption.

The cause of spontaneous reabsorption of a rubella cataract is likely to be the progressive disintegration of the lens with capsule and retroillumination photography. The crystals silhouette against the red reflex.
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The nature of the white crystals that remain within the capsular bag is uncertain, but they probably contain calcium oxalate as a result of dystrophic calcification.9,10

Scheimpflug and retroillumination photography are well recognised techniques for looking at the human lens in vivo.11-13 In this case they clearly demonstrate the end result of spontaneous reabsorption of a congenital cataract due to rubella.
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